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HRWF (02.01.2017) – According to a recent Pew Center Research
report, Christians, who numbered 2.3 billion in the world in
2015, were harassed by governments or social groups in a total
of 128 countries – more countries than any other religious
group.
Christians of all faiths around the world are currently
victims of state repression, discrimination and/or (violent)
social hostility for being Christians and/or practicing their
fundamental right to religious freedom: freedom to have and to
keep their religion; freedom of expression about issues
related to religion, freedom of association, worship and
assembly; freedom to have missionary activities and to
convert. Various ideologies are underpinning anti-Christian
state policies and social attitudes. They lead to diverse
violations of human rights and religious freedom committed
in the name of various forms of Communist ideologies
enforcing atheism, such as in China, Eritrea, Laos,
North Korea, Vietnam…
in the name of Islam in Muslim majority countries where
it is the official religion of the state or the primary
source of the Constitution and the legislation, such as
in Afghanistan, Algeria, Bangladesh, Egypt, Iran, Iraq,
Kuwait, Libya, Maldives, Mauritania, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Yemen …
in the name of Islam in Muslim majority countries where
there is no official state religion, such as Indonesia,
Nigeria, Syria, Turkey…

in the name of Hinduism, including in (nominally)
secular state, such as in India and in Nepal
in the name of secularism, laïcité, anarchist ideologies
or Islam in liberal democracies where anti-Christian
social hostility is expressed through hate speech, acts
of vandalism of places of worship and community
buildings, physical attacks, etc. which are often underreported or ignored by public powers and the media.
State repression against Christians can include the death
penalty (Pakistan), various forms of physical punishment
(Saudi Arabia), prison terms (China), exorbitant fines
(Central Asia) and discriminatory restrictions to their
rights.
Social hostility by individuals or collectively organized nonstate actors can include a wide range of religiously or
ideologically motivated acts: discrimination, insults, hate
speech and hate crimes, derogatory statements by public
officials, acts of vandalism targeting places of worship and
community buildings, physical attacks, torture, killings,
extra-judicial executions, communal violence, pogroms, ethnic
cleansing, crimes against humanity and genocide.
This is a picture of anti-Christian persecution around the
world.

